The Adorably Sweet Cake Collection
Buttercream Textures

**Roughing & Ruffles** - The ruffle cake is the perfect cake for a girly girl, especially in shades of pink or purple! The roughing cake is perfect for a bridal or baby shower adorned with flowers.

**Classic/Large Rosette and Rosette Blossom** - The classic rosette cake is the most elegant of buttercream designs, especially in white. This cake design is perfect for baptisms, first communions, and anniversaries. It can be ombre or made to match any specific color scheme.

The Large Rosette is romantic and whimsical. This style is beautiful at showers, as well as girly birthdays, and is very elegant when used on wedding cake or the bottom of a two tier cake.

The rosette blossom are scattered throughout the design and mixed in with white floral foliage.

**Watercolors** - The Watercolors Cake is all buttercream with an artistic wow-factor. Watercolor inspired cake is a marriage of 2 colors or more blended into a unique design. Add Flowers on top of the side of the cake board. Perfect birthday cakes choice for girly teens and young ladies, engagement parties, bridal showers.

**Floral Halo** - Assortment of mums, roses, leaves and foliage designed on the top perimeter of the cake.
**Rose Bloom**- The bloom has straighter petals and can come with a buttercream rosebud center.

**Wording**- A variety of fonts and words to express the love of the person or event you’re celebrating. This design is perfect for Mothers/Fathers Day, adult birthdays and wedding anniversaries. Finish the top of the cake with a salutation and flowers.

**Shell, Petals and Swag**- These patterns are versatile, can be solid, ombre, rainbow and more. Perfect for a masculine look! The colors can be customized to fit the occasion beautifully.

**Size & Flavors**

- 6” round serves 6-10..... $40
- 8” round serves 14-18..... $55
- 10” round serves 25-35..... $75
- 12” round serves 30-40..... $95

*To help clarify serving sizes, the first number indicates large slices, while the second indicates smaller slices; keep in mind all cakes are 2 layers with a layer of our signature buttercream in the middle.  

**Example: 6-10 servings means 6 larger slices or 10 smaller slices**

Classic Cake Flavors: Vanilla and Chocolate

*Premiun Cake Flavors: Fresh Banana, Real Strawberry, Birthday Cake Vanilla, Cookies & Cream, Red Velvet, Marble, Cherry Chip and Fresh Lemon.

*Prices are subject to change without notice!*